
   
          

 
   

            
 

        
 
 

Committee: Transportation & Safety 

Special Fire Rescue Vehicle Replacement 
This project will replace the Fire Department's rescue vehicle that was put 
out commission two years ago with a new Technical Rescue Team Vehicle. 

Implementer: City of Vallejo Fire Department 

Cost: $ 488,000 

Location: Citywide 

Who Benefits 
The entire community will benefit from efficient rescue operations. Best 
utilization of firefighter personnel by having air tank filling capabilities at fire 
scenes, and safer operations during dark conditions. 
 
Detailed Project Description 
This project is to acquire a Technical Rescue Team Vehicle (TRTV) that will 
fill the vacuum left when the old rescue truck and air filling unit were taken 
out of service. The proposed TRTV will have an air compressor capable of 
filling air tanks so fire personnel at the scene don't have to run to the only 
firehouse capable to fill tanks in the city. The rescue vehicle will also be 
equipped with lights for safer night operations improving safety for our fire 
fighters and victims. Rescue truck carrying all rescue equipment necessary 
to an emergency, mobile air filling station, and specialized lighting system; 
all together means serving our community efficiently and safer for all.. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hello! Please use this template to format your PB project poster for the vote. It walks you through the process step-by step. If you plan on making more than one poster you should save this template with different names for each version (so that each file is only one page long). *If you need assistance, please contact your committee facilitator, Ginny or Aseem.To start off, you’ll need one, two, or four hi-resolution photos on hand and the text that describes your project. Scroll down to see step-by-step instructions!Step 1: Write up your info in a Microsoft Word, TextEdit, or RealText file. Count characters (with spaces) to make sure it fits on the poster. For each project you will have:a project number (PB Vallejo Staff will fill this in)a title (no more than 50 characters with spaces—use “&” and “w/” to save room!) a brief description of your project (no more than 130 characters with spaces—this description should be identical or very close to the description you plan to use on the ballot) cost location – if applicable, you can include a location/s (be specific)who benefits from the project a brief paragraph (no more than 215 characters with spaces) on the specific groups of people who will benefit project description is an in-depth look at the project. This paragraph will fluctuate depending on how many images you decide to use  (it should be no more than 215 characters with spaces with a 4-photo arrangement. Alternatively, it can be up to 750 characters with 2 photos)These items should be entered into the template above by cutting and pasting from the Word document, or by directly entering the text into the format above. When pasting, please choose “keep destination theme” option.Step 2: Add imagesa) Scan or save images as 150 dpi/ppi (in most scanning programs you’ll find this in the ‘advanced’ options, in Adobe Photoshop/Elements it’s under “Image>Image Size”) b) Go to the “Insert” menu, then scroll to “Picture” and navigate to the file location of your image(s). Drop your images into the poster layout.Use the grey boxes as a guide for your picture’s height. Images should be aligned with the text on the left-hand side (a green guideline should help you ‘snap’ them in place).  When resizing images make sure you hold down the ‘shift’ key as you’re pulling the corner of the image, so the images don’t become stretched and warped.  c) Once you are done laying out your images be sure to delete the picture placeholders (grey boxes). Step 3: Add a map if your project has specific location/s.a) Get on the internet and go to Google Mapsb) find the area where your project will be situated and create a new map (in order to do this you must log in to Google)c) create a new map (you will see a blue pin symbol pop up in the map’s upper-left-hand corner)d) drag and drop the blue pin on your map to mark your project’s location (if your project has multiple locations you can show them by dropping multiple pins on the different spots)e) use the zoom key to zoom out from your project (it’s a good idea to zoom out wide enough so that people from all over the city can recognize the location)f) To ensure the map prints as clearly as possible, make sure the you are on “map” view and not “satellite” view (you can switch between the two in the upper-right-hand corner of your browser window) g) Take a screenshot of the map! 	On a Mac: to select an area on the screen and turn it into an image you need to press down “Command-Shift-4” Your screenshot will appear on the desktop and you can use the “Picture>insert picture” button to insert it into the template.	On a PC: to select an area on the screen and turn it into an image you need to press down “Prt Sc” and then paste “Control-V” the image into Microsoft Paint to crop it down to the desired size. You can then paste it directly into the PowerPoint template. h) Follow the instructions from earlier to place the map image as you would place any other image. Locate it in the “map” area in the upper-right-hand corner of the page.i) Make sure your picture is relatively square (you can adjust the size using the regular resizing method mentioned above, and you can crop it using the crop tool --  click on the image, and a “picture” menu should pop up; look for the “crop” tool; click on it and resize the image to the right shape)j) Once you have inserted your map be sure to delete the grey placeholder behind it. Step 4: Save your poster. To do this you need to: Go to “File>Save As”Give your presentation a name. Please give your file a name using the following format: "CategoryAbbreviation_ShortenedProjectTitle"Examples: CC_SpayNeuter, ST_Potholes, PS_CameraPilotCategory Abbreviations:Community and Culture = CCEconomic Development = EDEducation = EParks and Rec = PRPublic Safety = PSStreets and Transportation = STNote: For Youth Committee and Spanish Committee, please submit your projects within the appropriate categories above. We will indicate that the project was prepared by your committee.And you’re done! Congratulations!Now send this file via email to your facilitator or to PB Vallejo Staff at aseem@participatorybudgeting.org.
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